
Digital app review: 

 
Our reviews on 4 digital apps – are they really cash managers? 
 

One of the best ways to manage your finances is to create a budget and then track 
spending against that budget.  For millions of people this still isn’t standard practise 
so no better time than to start now. 
 
Most people have replaced cash with card based ‘tap and go’.  Whether that be 
actual cards or e.g. apple pay, we are now heading rapidly to a cashless society 
accelerated more recently by the Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
We reviewed a few – the list is by no means comprehensive but here’s some of the 
things we found. 
 

 

Emma  
  

“I really enjoy using Emma and find it extremely helpful and insightful. I tend to 
shy away from facing up to my finances, I’m aware that debt is on the horizon 
and it’s a scary prospect. However, Emma actually encourages me to organise my 
money and constantly reminds me to keep checking up on the app rather than 
living in ignorance.” 

 

BEST AND WORST FEATURES  
✓ Allows multiple accounts across different banking institutions – 

see all your money/spending in one place  

✓ Free for basic features 

✓ Helps to set budgets and financial goals 

✓ Daily balance  

✓ Spending alerts – in real time helping to manage overdrafts 

✓ Identifies subscriptions and alerts to potential savings e.g apple 

TV, Netflix, Sky 

✓ Savings prompts offering advice on how much you can put 

aside for savings 

✓ Rewards section for using the app – discounts and incentives  

✓ Online chat-room for support and FAQs about the app  

✓ No outside use of ads only advertises the premium service of EMMA 

 

 Cluttered  

 Pay for premium features  

 Doesn’t offer advice on how to save money 

 Groceries is a large category – food, clothes, entertainment, toys, housewares 

are all grouped together if bought at a supermarket  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YOLT 

‘Using cutting-edge technology, Yolt provides an overview of your bank accounts. 

Smart insights enable you to track your finances and manage your overall spending. 

Use categories to see how much you’re spending on food, utilities, rent, mortgage or 

even on eating out and holidays.  

BEST AND WORST FEATURES  

 

✓ Allows multiple accounts across different banking 

institutions – see all your money/spending in one place  

✓ Simple, clear layout 

✓ Doesn’t ask you to allocate budgets straight away, i.e. 

before you’ve seen your combined spending habits from 

all your accounts 

✓ Create budgets using the data presented 

✓ Tracks spending and helps keep user on track through 

spending reports 

✓ Presents data through using spending reports 



✓ Allows users to create their own personalise the dashboard 

✓ YOLT pay – works only with supported banks – Barclays, Nationwide Building 

society, Santander, bank of Scotland, Halifax, Lloyds, NatWest, Ulster Bank. 

 

 Groceries become grouped into anything bought at a supermarket, which 

could be misleading. 

 Positive and negative transactions have no colour difference between them. 

(Using green and red to symbolise positive and negative transactions would 

help to identify problems with your spending.)  

 There is no web interface; it is only available as an app on your phone. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Money dashboard 
 
‘Allows personalisation of budgets and tags for categorising them more specifically. 
The user can alter the budgets at any time and choose which category all their 
transactions belong to, even if this means changing the category chosen by the app’.  
 

 

BEST AND WORST FEATURES  
 

✓ Voted the best Personal Finance App 2017, 2019, 2020 

✓ Allows multiple accounts across different banking 

institutions – see all your money/spending in one place  

✓ Easy to use layout  

✓ Can automatically categorise transactions making it 

easy to start budgeting  

✓ Allows you to create your own budgets 

✓ You can manually change a ‘groceries’ categorised 

transactions to ‘domestic supplies’, ‘groceries’, 

‘household – other’ or ‘supermarket’ to make your 

spending at supermarkets a little more specific 

✓ Allows for setting individual budgets against type of 

spend, e.g. groceries, eating out and tracking spends 

against budget 

✓ Good selection of graphs to track spending 

✓ Enables the user to plan and predict budgets and 

finances in the future 

 

 

 

 The budget section would benefit from a support or help section – the 

simplistic design is lacking in user support 

 There are no instructional/informative videos to help users traverse the app 

and its features 

 You have to manually create each budget, making it a time-consuming and 

laborious job to make the app beneficial in terms of viewing your spending 

against budget  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MeetCleo 
 
“You can request something they call a ‘Roast’ which will access your banking data 

over the past week or month and tell you what have spent the most money on, using 

light-hearted insults and GIFs.  Never fear though if the roast format does not suit 

there is also a hype mode where instead of telling you where you have spent money 

tells you how much you have left and what you could spend it on. 

 

BEST AND WORST FEATURES  
 

✓ Allows multiple accounts across different banking institutions 

– see all your money/spending in one place  

✓ Easy to use 

✓ Allows the setting of budgets and tracking spends against 

budget 

✓ Can set budgets of a specified period 

✓ Provides spending insights based on budget set and send 

alerts if user is reaching limits 

✓ The app uses your spending habits to show you your biggest 

expenses and suggests ways to cut back 

✓ Accessible - the chatbot feature is available 24 hours a day 

✓ Roast can be a fun approach to managing finances   

✓ Message through Facebook is a good feature and makes it 

easy to use  



✓ Encourages you to save – the app tells you how much you can comfortably 

afford to save each month. This is a useful feature for people who struggle to 

save or who are just starting to save. 

 

Х The ‘roast’ feature, and the use of GIFS, may not appeal to all users  

Х No options for investment or ISAs but a positive for those looking for a basic 

saving app with no frills   

Х Navigation on the app can be cumbersome and the app doesn’t open on the 

home page but on the chat box  

 

 

 

 

 

 


